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1. INTRODUCTION 

Each LEP experiment has accumulated approximately 250000 Z’-h6events through 
1992. The analysis of these data has produced resolts on b production and decay properties. 

,This talk will discuss LEP results on b hsdron lifetimes, B meson mixing, and b hadroo 
masses. Measuremenls of the forward-backward asymmetry in Zo-b6 decays and of the 
partial width of the Z” into b6 are being aclively pursued at LEP, but will not be discussed 
jlere. 

LEP has certain advantages for stodyiog b physics. The event rake, while small 
in comparison lo hadron machines, is far above the levels seeo at PEP nod PETRA and 
approaches those of DORIS-II and CESR. The LEP I urninosity has improved each year, and 
has recenlly exceeded the design figure of 1.5, 103’/cm/s in 8 x 8 bunch running. Further 
improvements to the luminosity nre planned. 

The triggering and selectioo of qq final states is done wilh high efficiency and negligible 
background, and b6 final slates accoonl for roughly 22% of all hndronic Z0 decays. The b 
hadrons are boosted and typically travel a few millimeLers before decaying, and lheir decay 
products are collimated iolo easily identifiable jets. The cleanliness of the final states allows 
inclusive studies of b hadron decays. The B. and b baryon states have been observed and 
can be studied at LEP, in contrast to the experimenls at lhe T(4S). 

2. EXPERIMENTS AT LEP 
The experiments at LEP as of 1992 are 

OPAL Good charged particle tracking in the rd plane, 2 layers of silicon io I,$, good 
lepton identification, excellent dE/dx. 

LS Small tracking volume, excellent electromagnel.ic energy resolution, 8ood lept.oo iden- 
tification. 

DELPHI Good charged particle tracking from silicon (3 layers io r4), good muon idal- 
tification, RICH detectors for particle identification. 
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ALEPH Good charged particle tracking including silicon in 3-d, excellent invariant m&w 
resolution, good lepto” identification, finely segmented electromagnetic calorimeter, 
good dE/dx. 

Some characteristics relevant to studying b hadro” decays are listed for each detector. L3 
and OPAL have silicon vertex detectors with rb and rz readmit installed for the 1993 run. 
Several experiments are proposing further improvements in silicon vertex detectors. 

Lepto” identification and charged track impact parameter measurements are two 
important tools used in the study of b hadrons at LEP. Th e semileptonic decay of b hadrons 
is responsible for about 80% of the identified leptons in hadronic events with p greater than 
3GeV/c and p,, the momentum transverse to the jet with which the lepto” candidate is 
associated, greater than I GeV/c. These leptans are used to discriminate b from na”.b final 
states and to determine the charge of the decaying b quark. 

The tracking resolutions achieved with silicon vertex detectors in OPAL, DELPHI, 
and ALEPH on the impact parameter (30.IOOpm depending on p) and vertex decay length 
(ZOO-400gm) are small compared to the average impact parameter of tracks from b hadrons 
(e 4OOpm) and the average b hadro” decay length (E 3mm). Vertex information is used to 
tag the presence of long-lived b hadro” decays, to measure b hadro” lifetimes, and to reduce 
con~binntorial background in b hadro” reconstruction. The most precise measurements of 
the partial width of the Z” into b6 “ow come from comparing single and double lifetime tags. 

The “umber of Z’-rbi; events collected per experiment per year is roughly 

. 1990: 30000, 

. 1991: 70000, 

. 1992: 150000. 

Not all of the analyses presented here include the data collected i” 1992. The year(s) in 
which the data set for a parlicular measurement was collected is indicated in each table in 
the sections which follow. 

3. LIFETIMES OF b HADRONS 

9. I Aurruye b Hadron LiJdim 

The average lilctimr of the b hadrons produced at LEP has bee” measured by all 4 
rxperinx”ts. The stwdnrd technique is to perform a maximum likelihood fit to the impact 
parameter dislribution 01 high p, high p, Ieptons. The lepto” candidnte sample is typically 70. 
BOY0 I,-PvX n”d 8.12W L+c+euX, the remainder coming from primary charm decay, “on- 
prompt lepto” backgrmlnds, and misidentified hadrons. The fitting f”“ction is a convolution 
of the distribuliorls expected in n detector with perfect impact parameter resolutior~ with 
the observed resolution of the experiment. This rcsolutiorl is determined from the impact 
para”leter rlistribrltiarl of those tracks which satisfy the same kinematic criteria as the lepton 
caoclidate tracks, but which appear to have originated from the hemisphere opposite to which 
their momenturn points. Thest: tracks conx predamioanlly from the primary vertex. and 
thus provide a measnr~ of the trur resolution of the detector. The lifetime results, i” ps, are 
given i” table 1. In this ad all the following tables, the first error quoted is statistical and 
the SPCO”d systematic. 

Table 1. Measurements of the average b hadron lifetime. 

ALEPH ’ 1.49 f0.03 f0.06 91 I 
(DELPHI preliminary 1.36 f0.01 fO.05 91 10 
(DELPHI preliminary 1.41 f0.03 f0.0.5 91 hadrons) 
(DELPHI preliminary 1.57 f0.03 fO.05 91 vwtices) 
DELPHI preliminary 1.48 fO.03 +0.05 91 nvernge 
L3 preliminary 1.36 fO.04 fO.O.5 91 I 
OPAL ’ 1.52 f0.03 fO.04 90.91 [ 
LEP 1.4i4 rtO.035 iz = 4.113 

The lifetime measured is a” average weighted by the prodoctio” fractions wrd semileptonic 
branching ratios of the b hadrons in Z” decays. Systematic errors come mostly fro”) ““cer- 
tainties in the detector resolution and in the modelling of fragme”latio” and weak decays. 
A common systematic error of 0.02 ps was ass”mrd in formirlg the LEP average. 

The LEP results on (ra) from B-J/*X decays, give” in table 2. are statislically 
weaker. 

Table 2. Lifetime measmements using J/o decays. 

The combined precision one might obtain from LEP using J/$ decays when each experiment 
updates their results with the 1992 data is ? 6%, corresponding to roughly 600 decays. 

3.2 B+/B’ LiJetime Roth 

The B” and B+ lifetimes at LEP have bee” measured indirectly using the following 
modes: 

. B-D’-e+uX, 

. B+pP+vX, and 

. B-D-e+uX 

The D mesons are reconstructed primarily in all charged modes of tbe type Km”a, but modes 
with a missing ire are also used for the D’- decays. The apparent lifetimes of these samples 
are determined from the reconstructed decay lengths and estimated energies of the B decays. 
As mentioned above, the decay length resolution is typically ZOO-400pm. The uncertainty 
in the estimate of the B energy varies considerably as a function of the invariant mass of the 
De pair, but is typically 15.20%. 

The different samples do not provide perfect separation between B+ and B’, since 
“X” can be charged. Estimates of the sample composition are based partly on measurements 
of B-D”& and partly on assumptions, e.g. isospi” symmetry. The uncertainties i” these 
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estimates we the major SOUKF of system&c error on the lifetime ratio. Table 3 gives the 
results. 

Table 3. Mensorements of the B+/B’ liletime ratio. 

DELPHI have also used lbe charge of reconstructed vertices to separate B+ from neutral b 
hadroos’. The charge of recoostracted sec~ondnry vertices is estimated to be correct 71% of 
the time, allowing a partial separntioo between charged and neutral b hndrons. 

The average of the B+ and B” lifetime measurements is 

(r(B+),r(BO)) = 1.4!lf0.10ps. 

in good agreement with measoremeots of the average h hadroo lifetime. 

3.3 The B, LiJelime 

Srm-exclusive decays of the type 

. B,+D;P+vX 

witth 

. D,+- or 

. D--tK’OI<- 

have been used to measure the B. lifetime. The decay time estimate is determined from the 
measured D.( veitex and the estimated relativistic boost. The analysis is the similar to tbe 
B+/W case, but is simpler in that the sample is not significantly contaminated by decays of 
a dillerent b hadron. DELPHI have also used r$& correlations and inclusive D. decays to tag 
the presence of B. and memore its lifetime. These channels yield less pure samples of B,, 
and a correction must be made for the charm flight path in the inclusive D. case. Table 4 
summarizes the B. lifetime measurements. 

3.1 The b Baryoe Lijdirne 

The b baryon signatures used for lifetime mensuremeuts so far are 

. (A,)+twX, 

. (AL)-&P-X, with A,-pK-r+. 

The symbol (Aa) represents all b bnryons; the mixture of b baryons at LEP is not well 
known, although the b flavor changing decays are expected to be domioaterl by /\b and Zb. 
A method similar to that used in the B meson lifetime analyses is used by ALEPH on n 
sample of (Ab)+A,lX candidates. OPAL fit a decay length to (Ab)+A!-X candidates, 
while ALEPU use only the &ton impact parameter in their (A,)-At-X candidates, wing 
an analysis similar to the one used in measuring the average b h,vlron lifetime. DELPHI 
reconstruct a vertex around the lepton candidate in the (AL)-At-X sample osiug additional 
tracks to obtain a more precise decay time estimator. The results are given in table 5. 

Table 5. Measurements of the average b baryon lifetime. 

The systematic errors come principally from uncertainties in the background and biases 
in the fit (especially for (Ab)+AP-X candidates). The effect of uncertainties in b baryorl 
polarization is small (2.3% cor~servalively). The measurementof separate AL and 31, lifetimes 
awaits higher statistics. 

The measurement of the lifetimesof specific b hndrons has just begun at LEP, and all 
meawrements to date are statistics limited. The LEP average values lor each of the scalar B 
mesons is consistent wilh the measured average b hadron lifetime, nod the b baryon lifetime 
is about 2a below the average. 

‘I. MEASUREMENTS OF B MESON MIXING 

4.1 Time Integrated Mensurements 

Table 4. Measurements of the B. lifetime. 
LEP experiments are xusitive to the mixing of B, and Bd mesons. Me;ciuremeots 

of the time-integrated mixing parameter 2 = N(b+6+!+)/N(b+P) bnve been made osing 

ALEPH preliminary 2.26 ‘;:g f0.12 91,92 like and unlike-sign dileptons, and using a combination of leptons and jet charge, 

DELPHI preliminary 1.00 zkO.30 91 
OPAL’ 1.13 :::; fO.O!l 00.92 QH = ci IPi erl” ‘Ia 

I LEP 1.53 :;::: x2 = 6.3/Z 13; IPi WI- 

where p; and qi are, respectively, momentum and charge, Ed is t,be direction of the summed 
The background from improper reconstruction 01 B” and B+ decays is small. The uncertainty momentum vector of the jet, and the sum runs over all pxticles in the jet. These two 
in the size and lifetime content of the combinatorial background in the KKlr invariant mass methods have slightly ditTereot sensitivity to B. and B,I mixing. Leptoas from the cascade 
distribution is the major source of systematic error. This error will decrease as statistics decay b+c+C+ are an intrinsic source of incorrect flavor tagging, and are an important 
improve. source of systematic error in the dilepton meaarement. The largest systematic error in 
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the jet charge analysis comes from uncertainties in fragmentation. Table 6 summarizes the 
measurementsof 

Table 6. Measurements of (x) at LEP. 

OPAL Is ,143 ‘:;::’ f.007 90:91 grand ! fit 
LEP I.129 f.010 1 x’ = 2.2/5 

Interpretation of (x) is complicated by production rates and branching fractions CLEO” 
and ARGUS” have determined xd = 0.167 f 0.037. Using this value and assuming 40% 
of the b quarks result in B,J mesons at LEP, one expects (x) = 0.067 in the absence of B. 
mixing. 

4.2 Time Dependetrl Meastmrrren!s 

Recently, ALEPH” have made a first observation of the time dependence of Bd 
mixing. A D’* decay is fully reconstructed in one jet and a lepton with large p and pt 
is tagged in a second, well separated jet. The lepton tag is used to enrich the sample in b6 
events and to infer the flavor of the b which produced the charged D’. The reconstructed D’* 
vertex forms the basis for the decay time measnrewznt, and the D” charge tags the b flavor 
at the time of decay. An oscillation is observed in the plot of the D’*~P cbnrge correlation 
versus reconstructed decay length. After correcting for the additional decay length of the 
Do, they find 

Am = (3.44’::;‘::;)10-‘eV , 
Am 
- = 0.75’;::;‘;:g , 

r 

coxlpatible with mixing measurements from CLEO ;rnd ARGUS. DELPHI see a time de- 
pendence for Bd mixing in the ratio of like to unlike sign dileptons versus the lepton impact 
pnrirmeter, and find Am/r = 0.54’~:~~ f 0.10. The resolution on the decay time is approx- 
imately 0.7 1, precluding any search for B, mixing. ALEPII I law studied dilepton events, 
where they achieve a decay time resolution of 0.3ps@O.Zt by ._ ttxonstructing vertices around 
the tagged Ieptons. They observe an oscillation corresponding to B,J mixing, but do not yet 
extract a value for A,n. The dilepton technique nllows one to search for both Bd and B. 
mixing, nnd has R sensitivity to B, mixing if Am/l‘ c 8, given sufficient statistics. 

5. EXCLUSIVE RECONSTRUCTION OF b HADRONS 

5.1 Reconslrvction OJ B, awl Bd 

ALEPH, DELPHI, and OPAL have reported a few dozen B, and Bd reconstructed in 
the following modes: 

Jl$ K Jl$‘I(‘, 

$‘K VK’, 
D’+il?T, D+na, Doll*. 

The statistics are modest, but observation of these events shows that exclusive b hadron 
reconstruction can he done at LEP. 

5.2 Reconstruction oJ B, 

ALEPH, DELPHI and OPAL have searched for exclusive B. decays in the modes 

J/G 6 .I/$ K+K- 

*‘d $‘K+K- 

D.nr. 

The J/+ are reconstructed in their It!- decay, the $’ into either I+!- or JI$na, and the 
D. into 4~ or K’K. Based on two ‘unambiguous’ exclusive events, ALEPH quo@ 

m(B,) = 5.3686 f 0.0056 -t O.O015GeV/c’ 

The event which dominates the mars measurement is 

B.+$Q+~+,,-K+K- , 

for which the uncertainty in the measured mass is 5.6 MeV/c’. DELPHI report a preliminary 
mmsurement of 

nz(B.) - m(Bd) = 78 f 9 f II MeV/c’ 

m(B.) = 5.357 f 0.009 i 0.011 GeV/cZ 

based on 11 B. candidates in 6 decay modes (O-3 everds/mode). An OPAL candidntr? in 
the J/G .$ channel gave a mass of 5.36 f 0.07GeV/c2. C ounbining these numbers, 

m(B,) = 5.369 f O.O05GeV/c’ 

6. OTHER TOPICS 

6. I O!Jservafio” of B’*B Trnnsiliot,s 

L3 have seen evidence for B’ production in their inclusive photon energy spectrum. 
They take all pboton candidates passing quality criteria and boost than back to the presumed 
B rest frame. The resulting rest lrame energy spectrum hils a large excess near 50 MeV 
which is attributed to photons from the B -B transition. From the number observed and 
a calculation of the efficiency they determine the vector to pseudo-scalar B production ratio 
to be 0.82 i 0.08 f 0.12, consistent with the spin-cowling rxpectation of 0.75. 

6.2 Braaching Faction B-trvX 

ALEPH have measured B(BwvX) to bc2’ 4.08 LIZ 0.76 f 0.62Yo. This value is 
consistent with theoretical expectations. The nrensurement is performed by looking for the 
missing energy carried away by the v, and v,. 
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6.3 Senrches for B, Penguin Decays 

ALEPH have set a 90% cl. upper limit on the decay B,+& of 

B(B,+dy) < 4.1 ,1d-” 

Tkis is near the theoretical upper limit on the branching fraction for b-q penguin decays. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Thr experiments at LEP now dominate lhe world average b hadron lifetime, and 
have measured individual liletimes for the pseudo-scalar B mesons and for b baryons witb 
precisions of 15.20%. Measurements of the average mixing parameter (x) at LEP suggest 
substantial B, mixing. l~‘lavor oscillations have been observed direclly for the Bd, and searches 
for B. oscillations are underway. Some exclusive B decays have been reconstructed, and 
the mass of the B. has been measured. Most analyses are statistics limited, so further 
improvements cm be expected as the data sample increases. 
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